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A q-analogue of Palama's limit, obtaining Hermite polynomials from Laguerre
polynomials as the parameter Cl ---. x, is given, and the corresponding limit for a
pair of weight funcllons is obtained [i) 1Y86 Acad'mlC Press. In'

1. PALAMA'S LIMIT OF LAGGERRE POI.Y;-';OMIALS

Palama [5] proved that

lim (2/~t2L~((2:x)I:2X + e<) = (-1 )"H,,(x)!;z!.
a • -"t.'

Here

(c.t+1) (-n \
L~(x)= ," IFl l;x),

n. C( +

(
-' nl2 (1 - n)/2 - 1)

H,,(x)=(2x)"2 Fo . '.- ';7'

(a)" = r(n +a)jr(a),

and
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A number of proofs have been given, but my favorite one has not
appeared in a paper. The orthogonality relations for Laguerre and Hermite
polynomials are

fcc H,,(x) Hm(.x)e -
x2

dx=O,

m -I- n,

m=ln.

( 1.2)

(1.3 )

To prove (1.1) it is sufficient to show that the weight function w(x) in (1.2)
can be changed so that it has exp( _x2

) as a limit, and to check that the
coefficients of x" on both sides of (1.1) are equal. The maximum of
xXe - x = exp( - x + ct log x) occurs when x = ct, so shift x = ct to x = O. Then

w(x + a) = exp( --x + C( log(x + :x)) exp( -:x)

= exp( -- x + rt.log( 1 -t x/a)) w( a)

= exp[ -x + :x(x/:x -- x"/2:x 2+ 0(X 3/:x 3
))] w(o:)

= exp[ _x2/2:x 2 + 0(x3:x 2)] w(:x).

This gives

The remaining factor in (1.1) is determined by matching up the coefficients
of x".

I describe this proof as the third side of a commutative diagram with this
arrow at infinity. For

im p~X.P) (1 _2x) = L~(x)
fl~:» /3

and

lim /3 -n/2P:f,Pl(x//31f7.) = lln(x)/2nn!
f3 -, 'x;

are well kf'.own, and can be proven by the same argument as above. The
limit (1.1) completes the diagram.

2. SOME q-LAGUERRE POLYNOMIAU,

There are a number of q-extensions of Laguerre and Hermite
polynomials. In some cases one can just let :x ~ x in both the polynomials
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and weight functions. This happens for the continuous q-Laguerre
polynomials in [1, p. 24] and the continuous q-Hermite polynomials of
Rogers which also mentioned in [1, p. 24]. References for other treatments
of Rogers' polynomials are given in [1, p. 24].

A more interesting case is a set of polynomials introduced by Hahn [3]
and treated in some detail by Moak [4]. Define

and

(a; q)n= (l-a)(l-aq)'" (1_ aqn-1) (2.1 )

00

(a;q)oo= Il (l-aqk) (2.2)
k=O

when Iql < 1. A set of q-Laguerre polynomials is given by

~ . _(q",+l;q)n n (q-n; qhqm(qn+o<+1 x )k
Ln(x,q)- ( ) I ("'+1)() (2.3)

q; q n hO q; q k q; q k

One orthogonality is

100 x'" dx
L~(x; q) L':,,(x; q) ( .) = 0,

o -x, q x

Clearly

m=ln. (2.4 )

These are polynomials considered by Stieltjes (in a special case) and
Wigert [6J, and shown to be orthogonal with respect to a log normal dis
tribution. There are many other positive measures for which these
polynomials and those defined in (2.3) are orthogonal, since the Stieltjes
moment problems are indeterminate.

To find a measure which is the limit of the measure in (2.4) take a to be
an integer k and consider

(q-kX)k q-k2
x k q(-k2+k)/2

(_q-kx; q)oo = (-x; q)oo( _xq-k; qh = (-x; q)oo( -q/x; qh'

Thus
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and

The value of
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f" Sn(~; q) Sm(X; ~) dx 0,
o (-x, q)oo( -qjx, q)oo

100 dx

o (-x; q)oo( -qjw; q)oo

mf=n.

and of a more general q-beta integral

100 xc-I ( _xqa + c; .q)oo( _qb+: -Cjx; q)oo dx
o (-x, q)oo( -qjx, q)oo

T(c) TO-c) rq(a) rq(b)

Tic) T q(1- c) Tq(a + b)

is given in [2]. Here 0 < q < J and
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